Appendix 1: Unconference Sessions

Data Tools
Workshop Session: Using Open Refine to Clean and Gather Data
Daniel Johnson

Workshop Session: Quick Tools for Visualizing Collections Information Geographically
Mitch Fraas

Discussion Session: GIS Mapping as an Access Tool
John Zamillo

Metadata
Workshop Session: Description at Scale: Working with DPLA
Amy Rudersdorf

Discussion Session 1: Replicable and Scalable Metadata Methodologies
Jackie Dooley

Discussion Session 2: Sustainability of Web Presence
Karen Cariani and Jack Brighton

Sadie Roosa, Mark Cooper, Mark Williams, and Karen Cariani

Sustainability
Discussion Session 1: Collaborating between the Public and Private Sectors
Ramsay Thurber

Discussion Session 3: Sustainability of Collaborations
Margery Sly and Katie Rawson

Community
Workshop Session: Using Special Collections for K-12 Students
Tamar Dougherty

Discussion Session 1: Building an Inclusive Community of Archival Practice
Jack McCarthy and Celia Caust-Ellenbogen

Discussion Session 1: Alt-Archives: Community Based Video Collections
Rachel Mattson, Yvonne Ng, and Rebecca Fraimow

Promoting Collections
Discussion Session 2: Cataloging and Promoting Collections
Jordan Patty

Discussion Session 2: Working with Wikipedia
Annie Johnson

Donors
Discussion Session 2: The Living Donor and Archives: Strategies, Benefits, and Challenge
Stephanie Maxwell

Assessment
Discussion Session 3: Assessment and Evaluation of Projects
Naomi Steinberger and Christa Williford